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Parser-based CALL programs

Parser-based CALL programs for learners of North Sámi based on
pre-existing LT resources developed at the University of Tromsø:

I finite state morphological analyser/generator (fst)
I constraint grammar (CG) parser
I number word generator (xfst)

The morphological analyser/generator is implemented with fst and
compiled with the Xerox compilers twolc and lexc.
The morphological disambiguator is implemented in the
CG-framework.



Previous accounts on parser-based CALL

Very few parser-based CALL (Computer Assisted Language
Learning) programs are available for actual use online. We have
looked at

I e-tutor, a program for teaching German to foreigners at
http://e-tutor.org/ with Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG). e-tutor gives very good feedback to
student’s errors, but the possible input is very restricted.

I VISL-suite of games for teaching grammatical analysis at
http://visl.sdu.dk/ with vislcg3. One of the programs accepts
free user input. The input is analysed or changed into
grammar exercises.



http://oahpa.uit.no/



Vasta – QA drill, questions generated from templates

("Did the boy go to church yesterday?"
"No, he does not.")



Sahka – dialogue program with precomposed questions

(Question: "In which room should we place the TV?"
Answer: "We should place it in the toilet (Loc).")



The Constraint Grammar parser vislcg3

I consists of manually written, context dependent rules which
add, remove, select or replace readings containing tags or sets
of grammatical tags in a given sentential context.

I Context conditions may be linked to any tag or tag set of any
word anywhere in the sentence, either locally (in a fixed
subdomain of the context) or globally (in the whole context).

I Context conditions in the same rule may be linked, i.e.
conditioned upon each other, negated or blocked by interfering
baseforms, wordforms or tags.

In 2007, we had a F-measure for Sámi at 95.9, and more developed
CG grammars all achieve F-measure for precision and recall in the
upper nineties.



Schematical view of the whole process
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Morphological analysis



Assignment of navigation tag



Navigating in the dialogue – alternative links

Question: "In which room should we place the TV?"
Alt. toilet: "That is not a good idea. Make a new try."
Default: "We carry it there together."



Navigating in the dialogue – alternative branches

("How old are you?")



Disambiguation and assignment of grammar tag



The grammar errors we have rules for 1

Verbs and their arguments
I verbs: finite, infinite, negative form, correct person/tense

according to the question
I case of argument based upon the interrogative
I case of argument based upon valency
I locative vs. illative based upon movement
I subject/verbal agreement



The grammar errors we have rules for 2

Other
I agreement inside NP
I numeral expressions: case and number
I PP: case of noun, pp based upon the interrogative
I time expressions
I special adverbs
I particles according to word order
I comparision of adjectives



Meta comments

I "Answering I-don’t-know is too simple. Try again."
I "Your answer must always contain a finite verb. Could there

be a typo in the verbform?"
I "You must use one of the words in the wordlist in the left

margin."
I "You have not used the correct adjective. Try again."
I The user can quit the dialogue in a proper way by using the

verb "heaitit" (= to quit) – then the system navigates to the
closing utterance of the dialogue (to be implemented)



Evaluation: The actual use of the system

I The programs are freely available at internet since Feb., 2009
I They get appr. 500 queries/day (not bad for a population of

20000 speakers)

The usage of the programs is not evenly distributed:

Morfa-S Leksa Sahka Numra Morfa-C Vasta
41% 27% 13% 12% 5% 2%



Evaluation: How the rules have been working

If the system has identified an error in the user’s input, its response
is evaluated as follows:

Rule type correct (tp) wrong (fp) corr. %
wrong tense 7 0 100,0
wrong V after neg 3 0 100,0
no infinite V 1 0 100,0
orth. error 44 2 95,7
wrong case for V-arg 26 4 86,7
no finite verb 19 4 82,6
wrong S-V agreement 17 8 68,0
wrong V choice 7 4 63,6
wrong word 4 4 50,0
wrong case after Num 1 1 50,0

The main problem for the users is misspellings



Evaluation: Some rules are (almost) not in use:

I agreement inside NP (except for numeral expressions)
I time expressions
I particles according to word order
I PP: case of noun, pp based of the interrogative

Possible reasons why they are not in use:
I The users do not give that elaborate answers
I Some of these errors (e.g. PP errors) are not that frequent



Evaluation: Precision and recall – today

Running the full log on the present system, we get the following
results:

Error type tp fp tn fn prec rec. acc. F-ms.
Gramm. err. 641 234 769 7 0,73 0,99 0,85 0,84
Sem. err. 805 69 764 12 0,92 0,99 0,95 0,95
Orth. err 875 0 776 0 1 1 1 1
Other err. 695 180 751 25 0,79 0,97 0,88 0,87

3016 483 3060 44 0,86 0,98 0,92 0,92

The high recall compared to the somewhat lower precision indicates
that the system is a bit too critical towards the students:

I It almost never lets through a (targeted) mistake, with the
price of flagging some correct answers as errors.



Conclusion

I By using a sloppy version of the syntactical CG analyser for
North Sámi, combined with a set of error-detection rules, we
have been able to build a flexible CALL resource.

I The present project has shown that CG is well fit for making
pedagogical dialogue systems.

I The program suite is a novelty among pedagogical programs
for Sámi, and indeed dialogue and open QA-programs are rare
within the field of parser-based CALL.
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